
Q&A with ILO Project's Chloe and Magdalena

Individualised Living Options (ILO)

Here at the Valued Lives Foundation, we’ve received a few questions about the

NDIS Individualised Living Options (ILO). We’ve approached Chloe and

Magdalena who are currently working on a project to assist more people with a

disability to explore ILOs, to answer a couple of questions and also let you

know where to go for further information. 
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Interested in learning more about Individualised Living Options (ILO)?

Inside this edition of VAL's Voice, our ILO Project team, Chloe and Magdalena, have

answered some of your frequently asked questions, including advice on where to go

for more information. You can also read about ILO-recipient Caragh's journey, find

information on upcoming Valued Lives events and view our latest 'Ask us Anything'

video. 

As always, we want your feedback! Is there anything you'd like to see in VAL's Voice

in the future? Get in touch with us via email: info@valuedlives.org.au.
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As part of the National Alliance of Capacity Building Organisations (NACBO) the

Valued Lives Foundation’s ILO project provides coaching and mentoring to

support people with disability, families and allies to explore different ways of

creating home outside the traditional ‘group home’ model.

This might include assistance to develop or extend their vision of home,

developing a plan to make their vision of home a reality, exploring the

different ways of creating home available to them, designing the supports the

person needs, navigating the NDIS funding pathway to an ILO, setting up their

ILO and making their vision of home a reality.

What is an ILO? And ILA?

An ILO is a flexible package of NDIS funding that allows a person with disability

to live in the home of their choice, including living alone or with others, with

supports that best suit their needs. ILOs however do not cover 24/7 paid roster

of supports, as these may be covered under Supported Independent Living

(SIL) funding. 

Sometimes people would rather not rely on NDIS funding to create their vision

of home and supports. Valued Lives Foundation can still assist people to

explore and design Individualised Living Arrangements (ILA).

What are some of the individualised living options in an ILO?

There are infinite combinations of arrangements for an ILO – its all designed

around that works best for the person! Here are some ideas that you might like

to consider as part of exploring your own ILO supports:

Living in your own home:

Living alone – this is an arrangement where support is provided to a

person with disability in their own home in a variety of ways.

Housemates – an arrangement where a person with disability lives full-

time with a housemate of their choice, and who provides supports.

Mentors – a small team of paid rostered drop-in supports who provide

direct and indirect supports.

Living in someone else’s home:

Host arrangements – in this arrangement the person with disability lives

with a non-related person or family, and they provide supports.

Further information

If you’d like more information about individualised living options or

arrangements, please contact Chloe and Magdalena by

emailing info@valuedlives.org.au, calling the Valued Lives Foundation on

9274-7760 or visiting our website: www.valuedlives.org.au.
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Caragh's ILO Journey

Caragh’s journey into an Individualised Living Arrangement (ILO) began in

2013, when she and ‘Caragh’s Crew’ (mum, dad, siblings, family friends and

people that knew Caragh) began a series of facilitated discussions to develop a

vision of what a good life and home meant to Caragh. This included mapping

out what Caragh wanted in her future and the supports she wanted to have

and needed, to make her vision a reality.

In February of 2015, Caragh got the keys to her place! With supports from her

family and friends she spent some time setting up her home, the living

arrangements and supports, moving into her home permanently in July 2015.

Being a WANDIS participant meant that Caragh’s funding automatically

transferred to the NDIS when it arrived in WA in 2018. Throughout the first

plan, Caragh’s family realised that it was not quite enough to cover the costs of

her living in her own home with almost 24/7 support. So, for the second plan,

her family submitted one of the first ILO funding applications in Western

Australia! Caragh’s ILO funding was approved and was enough for her to live

another year in her own home. This arrangement is monitored by her family

and her direct supports team in preparation for NDIS plan review and changes.

Caragh has said many times how much she enjoys living in her own home. She

loves to have family visit and make them cups of tea or dinner. She very much

enjoys showing visitors her photo board, watching her favourite tv shows and

listening to her favourite music on repeat! Caragh’s support crew enable her

to be as independent as possible, from housework to laundry and cooking.

Caragh has great relationships with her neighbours, helping her elderly

neighbour by putting out and bringing in his bins!



June 28, July 27, August 31 &

September 28

The Power of Peer

.The Power of Peer Webinar Series

showcases different ways peer

and lived experience effects

positive change in

communities.Our aim is to engage

people with disability, families

and carers to come together, using

their lived experience to enrich

and empower their lives and those

of their peers.

Click here to book your place

on Eventbrite: https://www.eventbr

ite.com.au/e/the-power-of-peer-2-

tickets-37571989732

July 12

Peer Employment Network

The first Peer Employment

Network Group will be held in

Bunbury at our hub in Milligan

Community Centre, Wardandi

Country, 35 Milligan Street,

Bunbury, from 12.30 p.m. - 2.30

p.m. on Tuesday 12 July.

This group was created in

collaboration with Bunbury City

Council and we are looking

forward to growing this peer

community, focusing on

employment for people with

disabilities.

Upcoming Events
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Contact Louise Grant or Kristie

Hardbottle to learn more:

louise.grant@valuedlives.org.au/kr

istie@valuedlives.org.au

213 Wright Street,

Cloverdale WA 6105

You received this email because you or

someone you know is supported by Valued

Ask Us Anything - NDIS Claims and Invoices

In this episode of our Ask Us Anything video series, Karen and Kristie chat

about NDIS claims and invoices. If you have any questions about claims and

invoices, email accountsreceivable@valuedlives.org.au

Valued Lives
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